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Presentation Notes
2 possible openingsFirstI’d like to begin with a story about David McCullough and a commencement speech that he delivered to HS graduates of Wellesley Highschool in Wesley, MA.  David is an English teacher, and his speech was delivered in 2014.The day after David delivered his speech, his words went viral, and he made national news.The title of his speech was, “You’re not special”In this high-end suburb of Boston, he proceeded to tell the students that they were not special.He told the students that they were fed with a silver spoon, bubble wrapped and fawned over your whole lives.He told them that they were the pride of their families, doted on and grew up in culture where everyone received a trophy.He went on to say that if everyone wins a trophy, no one is special.He told them that they were 1 of 3.2.MM graduates and 37,000 valedictorians that year.He said and that they were just like everyone else, indicative of their cap and gowns, all the same color, all the same size.He told them that everything they’d done up until this point, didn’t really matter.What mattered is what they would do from here.He implored them to do something they love, something they believe in, something that means something, something with purpose.He said, “Climb the mountain to embrace the view, conquer the challenge. “Climb the mountain to see the world, not so the world can see you”This speech had a significant impact on me because I thought about the profession, we all choose.A profession that helps people become financially independent so they can live their lives however they wantI can't think of a more purposeful profession.I tell you this story because I don’t believe we’re representing our profession the way we could be.Young people are looking for purpose and meaning in their chosen career, yet I’m not convinced we’re painting that picture. SecondWho here remembers Susan Boyle?Susan Boyle was a contestant on the show, Britain’s Got Talent?  Later came America’s Got Talent.She entered the stage and was asked, “What do you want to be?” …  Her response was, “A professional singer”.Now many of us probably have some idea about what a professional singer looks like, and for many of us, it wasn’t Susan Boyle.She looked to be about 50 years old, no glam or glitter and probably the opposite of our vision of a singer. Understated is a word that came to mind.Within the first 3 seconds of her belting out, “I Dreamed a Dream”, everyone watched in amazement.She was nothing short of overwhelmingly SPECTACULAR!We’ve all heard of the saying, “don’t judge a book by it’s cover.”For Susan, most did.We allowed our biases of what a professional singer would look like take hold, and to our amazement, we were so wrong. We can’t allow ourselves to have these biases today.  Our world is becoming more and more diverse and if we want to reach markets that are not being served, we need people who can each these clients.



Recruiting and hiring
for growth

Agenda

Why recruiting financial 
professionals is today’s 
highest priority

Retaining 
talent
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Presentation Notes
Today, I want to talk to you about how we as a profession are at an inflection point. We are going to discuss recruiting financial professionals and understanding best practices around embracing diversity.This is important as we challenge ourselves to change our hiring mindset … which will lead to changing our behaviors… which will ultimately lead to change our culture as we hire for growth. We’ll also talk about retaining the talent we worked so hard to recruit.



Why recruiting financial 
professionals is today’s 
highest priority

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to the newest census data … our nation is diversifying even faster than predicted.As a result … diversity, equity and inclusion continue to have a positive financial impact when reaching underserved markets.We know … that developing a diverse client base takes more than simply printing brochures in different languages or hiring bilingual salespeople.It takes a commitment and willingness to adapt to meet the sometimes-unique needs of these rapidly increasing segments of the population. The goal is really about … showing diverse consumers that their unique culture is becoming increasingly recognized … understood … and appreciated.What better way to reach diverse consumers than having a diverse team.At Athene … we will continue to bring this topic right up front … share what we’ve learned and share best practices.Look … this is journey … it’s not a sprint … and it’s NOT about any one event … rather a multitude of strategies that get implemented at the very top of an organization. Recruiting a team of diverse financial professionals should be a top priority for firms today.Let’s jump in.



Cerulli Report, 2020, Marketing Insights & Analytics, April 2021

Average age of a 
financial professional

• 35% of financial 
professionals are 
planning to retire within 
the next 10 years

• 26% are unsure of 
their succession plan

65% 
of experienced 
financial 
professionals are 
staying in the game

Shrinking financial professional base

WHY RECRUITING FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS IS TODAY’S HIGHEST PRIORITY

57 
years old
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We are challenged in our profession in that our advisor base is shrinking.What do you think the average age of an advisor in our profession is today?Barron’s tells us that the avg age of an advisor today is 57 years old.There have been some different reports on this, Cerulli reports 55 but any way you slice it, it’s close to the average age of retirement.In addition, more than 1/3 of advisors say that they’ll be retiring within the next 10 years and of those, more than ¼ of them do not have a succession plan.Of the 65% of advisors who plan on staying in the game beyond the next 10 years, many are older thus bringing the average advisor age up.



Source: Kehrer Bielan research & consulting

WHY RECRUITING FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS IS TODAY’S HIGHEST PRIORITY

Experienced financial professionals are staying in 
the game 

30% 
of financial 
professionals are
over age 70

<80yrs
More financial 
professionals are over 
age 80 than under 30
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Kehrer Bielan research & consulting tells us that 30% of advisors are over age 70.They go on to report that there are more advisors over age 80 than under age 30.So why are senior advisors staying in the game?They love the work.They love the book of business they built and it’s a valuable asset.They love the families and want to be there when their clients pass.As a profession … we need the experience that our senior advisors bring.They’ve lived through fluctuating markets … different rate environments … life challenges and the many financial issues that clients face.But we also need balance.We need 25-, 30- and 35-year-olds to deal with the next wave of volatile markets … to prepare young clients for income when their paychecks stop … and life goals in general.As a profession … it is estimated that we need to double our advisor headcount … just to meet the investment needs of clients … and realize potential revenue.



Cerulli Report 2020, Marketing Insights & Analytics, April 2021

WHY RECRUITING FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS IS TODAY’S HIGHEST PRIORITY

Rookie financial professionals

• 38 years old is the average rookie financial 
professional age

• 55% of these rookies have not worked in the financial 
services industry prior to becoming a financial 
professional

• Age gap has led to a knowledge gap

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do you think the average age of a first year “rookie advisor”, meaning first year in the business, is today?How about that … 38 years old … this isn’t students coming out of school rather second, maybe even third careers.55 % of rookie advisors come from another profession.Only 45% come with any industry experience.Good to know … the leading occupations to recruit from… include coaches and teachers.My point … our profession needs to attract younger and diverse advisors to join the ranks.



Latinos 

US 
Population

18%

5%

Black

13%

3%

Asian

7%
4%

Women

50%

18%

By 2045, Collectively Blacks and Latinos will be the majority of the US population

Cerulli Report 2020, Marketing Insights & Analytics, April 2021

WHY RECRUITING FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS IS TODAY’S HIGHEST PRIORITY

Cultural Gap - US Population vs. Financial Professionals

US 
Population US 

Population

US 
Population

FP FP FP

FP

“FP” = Financial Professional
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We know we have a cultural gap … no surprises here.The most glaring is gender, more than 50% of our population consists of women yet only 18% of advisors today are women.One of the greatest opportunities today in our profession is with female clients.Think about it … we’re experiencing a great transfer of wealth today to women, baby boomer women are often twice inheriting, first from their parents and then their spouses.More than inheriting …women are earning more than ever before.In fact, LIMRA reported that female advisors grew their practices in 2022 from the previous 12 months at twice the rate of male advisors. Consider this, by 2045, people of color are expected to collectively become the majority of the US population.Many of these demographic groups are growing rapidly … and have NOT been represented and served historically, thus the opportunity.



Latinos 

US 
Workforce

18%

5%

Black

13%

3%

Asian

6%
4%

Women

47%

18%

Cultural gap remains similar when comparing US civilian workforce versus financial professionals
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US 
Workforce US 

Workforce

US 
Workforce

FP FP FP

FP

“FP” = Financial Professional

Cultural Gap - US Workforce vs. Financial Professionals

Source: (1) US Bureau of Labor Statistics: BLS Reports, Report 1095: Labor Force Characteristics by Race 
And Ethnicity, 2020, Table 1 & 2 https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2020/home.htm
(2) Cerulli Report 2020, Marketing Insights & Analytics, September 2023

Presenter Notes
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The previous slide showed you the US population versus financial professionals, but what about the individuals who are working?This slide shows you the US civilian workforce versus financial professionals.As you can see, the cultural gap remains similar. The only thing that has changed is the US workforce in the Asian column dropped from 7% to 6% and the workforce in Women dropped from 50% to 47%.

https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2020/home.htm


Between what US 
consumers look like and 
the financial professional 
serving them.

o Knowledge
o Age
o Gender 
o Race
oCultural backgrounds

Financial Professional Gap

WHY RECRUITING FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS IS TODAY’S HIGHEST PRIORITY

Consumer and Financial Professional Gap

Consumer Gap
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There is a significant gap between what US consumers look like and the financial professionals that serve them.If we can attract and appeal to professionals of different ages, gender, race and cultural backgrounds, we will be well positioned to reach markets that are not properly served today.And clients, they are telling us that they what to see themselves represented.



– Forbes

“ Companies with the highest level of diversity in terms of 

racial/ethical composition and gender display 

significantly greater profitability than their counterparts.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we attract and retain more diversity among financial professionals, we will reach more markets and be more profitable.Diversity equates to higher profitability.There are countless studies revealing the true benefits of diversity and from multiple sources.There are reasons companies are prioritizing diversity, equity and inclusion and it has a whole lot to do with profitability.



“Diversity, including race, ethnicity, gender and sexual 
preference, is so crucial to the sustainability of the 
financial planning profession … diversity leads to 
stronger sales revenue, customer growth, greater 

market share, and higher profit levels’ – Fondulas Strategic Research with input form the Raben   
   Group and the Center’s Diversity Advisory Group

Diversity, including race, ethnicity, gender and sexual 

preference, is so crucial to the sustainability of the 

financial planning profession … diversity leads to 

stronger sales revenue, customer growth, greater 

market share, and higher profit levels.”

“
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Presentation Notes
Fondulas Strategic Research reveals that.Diversity, including race, ethnicity, gender and sexual preference, is so crucial to the sustainability of the financial planning profession … diversity leads to stronger sales revenue, customer growth, greater market share, and higher profit levels’ 



– McKinsey 2020 study

“ Companies in the top quartile for ethnic and cultural 

diversity on executive teams “outperform those in the 

fourth quartile by 36% in profitability.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A McKinsey 2020 study revealed that companies in the top quartile for ethnic and cultural diversity on executive teams “outperform those in the firth quartile by 36% in profitability”



Recruiting and 
hiring for growth
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So now that we’ve identified the need to support a diverse client base, and the need for a diverse team, how do we hire by design, so we can capitalize on opportunities within segments of the market?



Successful teams and companies

hire by design and look at what type of 

person would make the greatest impact 

on growth today and in the future.

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does it mean to hire by design?Too often, teams would hire a person as a bandage for whatever is stressing the team.This approach generally involves making a list of everything that a team or individual needs to get off their plate, building a job description with those tasks and then seeking to hire a person who can do that work.This approach has not tied well with retention. It’s really about being strategic – It’s about looking at your market and asking the question, what type of person would make the greatest impact on growing the client base today and in the future?  The most successful practitioners and teams hire for growth and for the benefit of the whole team.ExampleMaybe a professional … who has an interest or knowledge of insurance, one who will help grow your financial planning capabilities with both protection and leverage strategies.I recently met a financial professional who was widowed at 40 years old.  She was a teacher, left that profession to be a financial professional and is today, incredibly passionate about helping widows.Maybe someone out of school who has an interest in software and running plans, maybe wants to further their education, and become a CFP.Recent college grads are well connected to social media and could help promote the team and recruit for educational seminars and special events.Maybe someone from the Black, Asian, Latino community who has ties to local organizations or groups, someone who sees the need to serve these groups and knows how to reach them.When we fail to hire by design, we open ourselves up to employee churn because candidates don’t have the opportunity to fulfil their passion or understand their true path in this profession.Therefore, hiring by design and being strategic, increases a team’s ability to grow.



It all starts with the leader.

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH
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If you are the leader of the team, it all starts with you. It starts with the opportunity you see and communicating that idea – helping others see your vision, the WHY.Our profession has a bit of a reputation of evolving slowly.It’s important to know the past to see the future.Leaders often hired people like themselves figuring … if they were successful … these candidates would be too.In fact, going back, I remember firms that wanted everyone to look the same.That meant no facial hair, white dress shirts only for men, and more.  In some cases, you could literally identify who someone worked for, just based on how they looked.But much has changed today, this is no longer the case.Embracing differences as our world keeps getting more and more diverse, has become so important.Looking all the same is limiting our opportunities and growth.Flushing out old beliefs or biases from our past is a good place to start.



RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

• Learned assumption, beliefs and attitudes
• Can be favorable or unfavorable
• Often reinforces stereotypes
• Can be about gender, age, name beauty, 

authority, etc. 

Unconscious biases

Biases limit 
our potential

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many of us truly believe that we can eliminate biases when hiring with the rationale that we just want to hire the best possible candidate.But the reality is that we all have biases and biases are a very normal part of brain functions.Example: I remember growing up, where people who watch television during the day were considered lazy. People who had messy homes or bedrooms, were thought to be unorganized.It even extended to dating where a close friend of mine wouldn’t consider dating someone shorter than her, her father was far taller than her mother.These are learned assumptions, beliefs, or attitudes.They often reinforce stereotypes.These biases can be about anything.In financial services, these unconscious biases could impact hiring decisions and how we assign responsibilities, how we treat people.



Harvard: Project Implicit

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Project Implicit is a project lead by Harvard and includes many other sponsoring organizations including Yale.They are a non-profit organization and international collaborative of researchers who are interested in implicit social cognition. The mission of the project is to educate the public about biases and to provide a “virtual laboratory”. If you want to gain a better understanding of conscious and unconscious biases, I’d encourage you to take these 5-minute online tests.  Understanding ourselves will help us overcome some of these biases that might prohibit us from hiring a superstar.



RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

 Attract diverse talent
 Exhibit fair decision-making
 Encourage creativity and innovation
 Have higher levels of productivity
 Increase company revenue

Identifying and tackling your unconscious 
biases can have huge benefits 

It can help you … 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Confronting our own biases is a good place to start and will yield significant benefits.After this, we can help others do the same.Ultimately, these benefits will lead to increases in company revenue.Speaking of biases, we’ve all heard biases about millennials, both positive and not so much.We know we need youth in our advisor ranks so let’s look at what millennials seek in a career. 



• Value meaningful motivation

• Places importance on relationships 
with superiors

• Intuitive knowledge of technology

• Adaptive to change

• Place importance on tasks vs time 

• Passion for learning

• Receptive to feedback 
and recognition

• Values teamwork and 
social interactions

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

What Millennials want in a career

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you're  looking to recruit youth, you’ll need to understand what this group is seeking in a career.Indeed, reported the top 10 characteristics of the millennial generation when it comes to their work.Millennials tell us that they are motivated by meaningful work and making an impact on others within their communities … many want to help others or improve on a community or worldwide issues.I think a profession of helping people establish financial independence is very meaningful work.  They value relationships with you as a supervisor as well as teammates and clients … they want to feel connected sociallyTheir passion to learn is good for the many licenses/designations they’ll need to obtain.I look at these list of wants and honestly can’t think of a career better suited to deliver than becoming an advisor.When you are marketing advisor positions or talking to candidates, keeping these desired characteristics front and center will help you speak to our industry in terms that will resonates with candidates.Younger talent will help you connect with up-and-coming youth and wealth.Indeed, Career Guide, 10 Characteristic of the Millennial generation, updated June 7, 2020, Published February 2 2020.



• Technology
• Communication

• Education
• Investment 

Philosophy

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Millennial investors want

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do younger investors want? Technology is critical and younger investors want a digital experienceThey like apps and making purchases on-line. Communication - They want to meet virtually and don’t see a need for in person meetings (Teams, Zoom).They want to be educated with compelling content on topics that impact their financial lives. They seek advise and opinions from FPs, peers and through own research.Want to have control regarding financial decisions.When it comes to Investment Philosophy, they are willing to sacrifice some gain in exchange for lower risk.They want a choice about how they pay, advise models based on AUM fees or a retainer model.Do you think a young advisor could help you deliver on some of these expectations?This generation has seen their parents go through 2008 so they’ll take less high if it means less low.FP need to have conversations with their adult children of their older clientsThese conversations should predate inheritance, and geared toward being a resource for their adult children 
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Benefits of youth on your team

• Can help capture the demographic wealth 
transfer that’s going to occur over the 
next 30 years

• Enable a wider range of younger clients 
to benefit from an experienced team 

• Create a succession plan

$68T 
will be passed 
from baby 
boomers to their 
children — the 
biggest wealth 
transfer ever.

*High Tower’s Treasury Partners, NYC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hiring younger advisors will assist teams in capturing the demographic wealth transfer that's going to occur over the next 30 years.Younger advisors will help younger clients get the expertise to become financially independent.Looping back to the many advisors I spoke about earlier who do not have a succession plan, our youth is very much needed.A managing director at High Tower’s Treasury Partners based in NYC tells us that they look for young people who understand the impact of being responsible and planning for the future.Another financial planner vets his candidates based on how they answer the question, “What is your interest in personal finance?” He’s looking for indicators of interpersonal skills and an innate need to help others … he’s looking for passion.Baby boomers are set to pass to their children more than $68T, the biggest wealth transfer ever.Those who connect with this generation have a better chance of knowing how to work with this generation.



OPPORTUNITY: 

Great 

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Opinions from Black investors
• Will spend for banking and wealth management
• Trust employers 
• Interest in digital channels/social media
• Eager to grow and protect their wealth
• Will spend for banking and wealth
• Seek long-term wealth, more likely to prioritize 

life insurance 
• Want fairness and transparency

$225B 
between 2022-2030

*McKensey & Company

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This research came from Mckinsey & Company, Sept 6, 2022The black community tells us that the lack of disposable income led to the lack of access to financial services, specifically banking and insurance,  is both a symptom and a cause for the gap to our industry.Black consumers are more likely than their non-Black peers to be looking to spend more on new banking relationships and financial services.We also know that Black investors put a great deal of trust in their employers.They contribute to 401Ks and much of their savings is there.They are interested in digital channels  and eager to grow and protect their wealth more so that non-black counterparts.Because they face ongoing bias and higher rates of credit, they seek fairness and transparency form their financial services providers.Black consumers are twice as likely to work with advisors like them (11-2021, Barrons.com, Advisor news).It is estimated that the opportunity for financial services providers serving Black consumers is great!They estimate the opportunity to be $255B between 2022-2030
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6 Best Practices 
For sourcing and recruiting 
diverse talent

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some best professional practices to embrace diversity.



RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Set and communicate hiring goals

• Engage all in mission
• Make goals specific and measurable 
• Promote bonus programs/provide recognition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It starts with being strategic and setting hiring goals.It’s also important to recognize that some people are not comfortable with diversity.Example – Years ago, I was hired as the only female divisional sales manager.  It would have been easy to hire another male vs me as they did in the past. Initially, I felt the discomfort of my colleagues but as time went on, they recognized and embraced my ability to contribution to their success.So, it’s important as the leader to share your vision about opportunities for growth and engage your team to share their thoughts.Get regular open feedback about what’s working and what’s not and adjust.Communicate, if you don’t, initiatives will be viewed as not that important.If your company pays out a bonus for employee referrals, remind the team of this and provide recognition for those who help you recruit.
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Create inclusive job descriptions 
– words matter

• Remove gendered language
- Analyze and determined appealing to men
- Collaborate and supportive attract women
- Minimum requirements and preferred requirements

• Elevate the profession
- Profession vs. industry
- Professional services career vs. sales job

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recruiting starts with the job description.Glassdoor tells us that words really matter both in job descriptions and spoken.It’s been proven that words can attract or detract … words like analyze and determined are typically associated with male traits and “collaborate and support” are considered female traits. Not always but often.Think through “must haves” and “preferred to have”.When stating requirements, know that women are unlikely to apply for a position unless they meet 100% of the requirements, men will apply when meeting only 60% of requirements.As aways remember that words matter.The word Industry” “conjurers up thoughts of car sales or pharmaceutical reps.  While those are meaningful career opportunities, I don’t think they reflect our value.Use the word “profession” it’s more closely associated with lawyers and doctors and helping people.Helping people is a priority of many and for recent grads embarking on a new career. This is what they are telling us is most important in multiple surveys.



Gender Decoder

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

https://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Gender Decoder is an online, free source, that can help you understand words better.You copy and paste your job description and the service flags words you may want to reconsider.



Express commitment to diversity, equality 
and inclusion with candidates
• Highlight company values and commitment to DEI

• State family-friendly benefits

• Promote employee resources and 
volunteer activities 

• Promote senior management activity in space

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at the interview process through the eyes of candidates.We know that diverse candidates value a company's commitment to DE&I and working in an inclusive environment.During conversations and interviews, express your vision for growth and your company's commitment to equity and diversity.Again, words matter, use terms like family friendly benefits and parental leave vs. maternity benefits.If your company has senior managers who are actively committed to the DE&I space, tell the candidates.  If your company supports volunteering or has employee resource groups such as a women’s network or Asian Alliance, make sure candidates know about them.At Athene, we have 10 employee resource groups that are very active in the community.  This  has been a great recruiting resource.



Athene DEI vision, purpose, goals

Vision
Athene is committed 
to do more by working 
to ensure diversity, 
equity and inclusion 
are woven into our 
organizational DNA.

Purpose
• We strive to foster a workplace that cultivates our differences 

and where employees feel celebrated, engaged and connected.
• We seek to build a diverse workforce that delivers on our business 

objectives and embody our values.
• We engage actively with the marketplace to make a difference 

in the communities in which we live and work.

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Goals Deepening 
Education

Increasing Diversity 
of our workforce   

Building a Culture of 
Inclusion and Belonging1 2 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If your company values are well-defined, and promote diversity, list them in job descriptions and talk about them in the interview.As an example, this is Athene's vision, purpose and goals and they are measured against every hire and every month.  Talk about these values, they mean a lot!



Design a standardized interview process
• Educate interviewers on the vision and benefits 

to diverse teams – counter, “just like me” biases

• Diverse interviewing team

• Select questions purposefully
- If soft skills are important – rate them
- Focus on capabilities vs. direct experience
- Prompt follow up 

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Design a standardized interview process.You’ll want to have the same questions, to be asked, in the same order that guide the conversation and deliver a consistent experience for every candidate.  This will mitigate unconscious biases that can possibly steer the interview, leading to hiring candidates who are “just like me”.A standardized interview process also includes having a diverse interviewing team that reflects different races genders, seniority, tenure, education and more.You want to create a positive candidate centric experience.For example, recently at Athene, we needed 7 different people to weigh in on top candidates.  This many individual interviews was not ideal for a positive candidate experience therefore; we assembled 2 panels utilizing a standardized interview process creating an equal playing filed for all.Standardized interviews will reduce the risk of biases by focusing on the factors that have a direct impact on performance.And if a soft skill is a true requirement for the job, rate it along with soft skills. ie. Likeability



Connect with local organizations, colleges 
and universities to build a farm system

• Local groups focused on diversity

• Colleges and Universities
- Job fairs
- Professional clubs
- Internships/Part-time work
- Shadowing

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So how do we create a new pipeline of diverse candidates?Getting connected with local organizations, colleges and universities is a great way to identify potential candidates as well as deepen a connection with the community.There are several women’s groups, African American groups, Hispanic groups and more right in your local market.These organizations, in addition to colleges and universities, are always looking for speakers.Reach out to college career centers and organizational group leaders to get on their radar.There are business clubs and business fraternities that you can connect with and potentially offer internships. At Athene, this year, we have 50 new interns in 2023 and last year we converted _% to full time positions.



Be transparent about the 
position and what is required

RECRUITING AND HIRING FOR GROWTH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The final step is to be transparent about the position and individual growth opportunities.Being transparent has a direct link to retention.Remember, the hiring process is a mutual decision. Speak about the on-boarding process, expectations, the support they will be given. If you’re going to assign them a mentor or sponsor, let them know.



Retaining talent

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This industry and specifically the role of advisor/FP is not for everyone.  It requires licensing and a lot of training and support.  Industry wide, retention rates are low meaning attrition rates are high.Let’s talk a bit about retention.  Knowing more about factors leading to strong retention will help us with hiring and on-boarding.



44%

Recruiter 

50%

Sales Manager

55%

Office Head

One year retention rate by recruiter type

RETAINING TALENT

*LIMRA 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interesting … LIMRA tells us that there is a strong connection between retention rates and the person doing the recruiting and hiring.Field leaders believe that a strong profile to recruit to is critical with transparency.We really need to communicate what the position entails and what the expectations will be.When the office head recruits, retention rates are the highest.This supports the idea that rookies and diverse candidates want a connection to senior management and when they have this, they tend to stay.This is where senior advisors can play a vital role by sharing their knowledge and experience.



Greatest fallout in first 2 years.

27% of FP 
are still with their first firms 

2 years later 
(73% of FP are not)

50%YEAR 
ONE

27%YEAR 
TWO

18%YEAR 
THREE

13%YEAR 
FOUR

Retention Rates in First 4 Years

RETAINING TALENT

*LIMRA and Finsec Foundation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LIMRA and the Finsec Foundation collaborated on a research study with the goal of exploring the reasons behind low FP retention rates.  The organizations surveyed field and home office leaders from their respective memberships.The study focused on why some FPs terminate with a company and why others remain and are successful.2 surveys were done in the summer of 2021, one with field leaders and the other with home office leaders and from 15 companies.While it is true that most FPs leave their hiring company within 4 years, the greatest turnover occurred in years 1 and 2.Only 27% of advisors are still with their firms 2 years later, meaning, 73% are not.When home office and field staff were asked why they think this attrition rate is so high, surprisingly and independently, both named the same top 5 reasons … the order was only slightly different.



1. Early activity (fast start)
2. Strong selection process 

prior to hire (pre-contract 
activities)

3. Joint field work
4. Quality of sales skills 

training
5. Mentoring/Sponsoring

Top 5 factors affecting FP retention 
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Presentation Notes
The top 5 Key factors affecting financial professional retention are listed here.The top 2 factors - early activity and a strong selection process prior to hire are actually linked.A good selection process communicates performance expectations of the jobIt also provides the hiring manager with evidence that the candidate will be able to perform themWhat do I mean by this?71% of field leaders felt that measurable and observable activities before the candidate gets hired were so important.This could be an exercise in creating a business plan, taking a personality test,  or a skills inventory assessment. This could even involve client scenario roleplay.When it comes to getting a quick win, both home office and field leaders found this the most valuable.A quick WIN feeds confidence and builds momentum.Personal characteristics ranked as the highest factor impacting both termination and retention.Field leaders attribute positive early career outcomes to personal characteristics of the individual such as drive, motivation, grit self-discipline, work ethic and willingness to be coached. Joint field work was also critical to success.Some companies provide incentives for top FPs who take on a mentor or a junior rep.Others rely on formal teams to provide the structure and support new FPs need.The quality of sales training can make up for some of the lack of mentoring and joint work.It’s critical that sales training is practical, situational and real-world based. FPs will apply what they learned but if what they learned is not immediately applicable, they will disengage.For example - One of our daughters recently experienced this with a new job.The training was antiquated and ineffective ; everyone in the office openly talked about it yet the training was not updated.She never felt that she was set up for success and ultimately after 2 years left the firm.Also, right up on top was having a strong mentor or sponsor, someone close by advocating and investing in them.We’re going to talk more about mentoring and sponsoring in a bit.Sometimes the career just doesn’t work because of a lack of understanding about what the job entails.Field leaders believe a strong profile to recruit to is critical with complete transparency.We really need to communicate what the position entails and what the expectations will be.Feb 2022,LIMRA Finseca Foundations study, The Path to Improving Retention.



Obstacles to success for Diverse Financial Professionals

RETAINING TALENT

Obstacles Women Financial 
Professionals

Financial Professionals of 
Color

Limited visibility of leadership 78% 82%

Insufficient mentoring from successful financial professionals 77% 79%
Implicit bias (e.g., microaggressions, not being taken seriously) 76% 73%

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with the Investments & Wealth Institute, the Financial Planning Association® (FPA ®), and the Investment Advisor Association 

Feeling disconnected from colleagues 69% 71%
Lack of advancement or development opportunities 69% 69%

Unsupportive management 67% 63%
Insufficient study groups or other networking opportunities 63% 65%

Limited access to prospecting networks 61% 72%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to women and minorities recruits, listed here are the top  obstacles to success they believe they face. Limited visibility to the leadership team and the lack of mentoring from successful advisors being right up on top. Feeling disconnected from collogues, unsupportive management, lack of advancement opportunities also measure in. As an organization, if we fail to identify and address these or other obstacles to success, we will turn good qualified candidates away from not only from your firm but our profession as a whole.We need to look at the journey of a new recruit through their eyes and demonstrate empathy for what they may be experiencing.Every one of us can remember our first day, week and month and sometimes might wish things were handled differently.Toyota is well known for their Toyota Business System (called TBS) which highlights Kaizen, which means continuous improvement.The Kaizen methodology underscores that small changes now can have big future impacts. It would be extremely beneficial for your firm if you gathered several veteran and new employees and explored steps that could be taken to raise the level of acceptance and support for all employees.This is our opportunity to change mindsets, behaviors and our retention culture.
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Learned behaviors 
and relationships 
observed regarding 
finances from family 

Challenges to recruiting and retaining 
diverse candidates, familiarity

Finances

Different values, 
habits and 
communication from 
dominant culture

Cultural 
differences

Attire, vocabulary, 
friendship circles 
and development 
of soft skills

Professionalism/
social background 
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Familiarity also plays a role too especially when it comes to diverse candidates.Think of familiarity as assimilation. A friend of mine shared an interesting story with me.  She told me that her 36-year-old niece came to visit her, and she asked her niece to set the dinner table.  Aside from the location of the plate, she didn’t know where each of the utensils went or what side the glasses should go.  She didn’t grow up eating formal family meals.She wasn’t familiar with this aspect of dining etiquette.This isn’t just limited to setting a table.Because of many factors, not everyone is given the same exposure to appropriate behavior leading to a lack of social appeal.Be observant about what a new recruit might need and be patient.  You may need to have a professional, tactful discussion about behaviors, etiquette and soft skills such as listening. These are differences referred to as familiarity.  We can overcome these with recognition and training.Attrition rates among diverse rookie advisors run high and to maximize profitability we need to reverse this trend.



Feels they are not 
being given enough 
opportunities to grow 
professionally with 
their organization

Why financial professionals don’t make it

Employee 
Need for more 
leadership, 
coaching, mentoring 
and teaming

Home Office
Personal 
characteristics 

Sales manager
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For FPs that don’t make it, what are the reasons?   All depends who you ask.  If you ask employees, the most common reason is that the employee feels they are not being given enough opportunity to grow.Home office … not enough support from leadership on coaching, mentoring.And if you ask field sales managers, they say that personal characteristic don’t line up … meaning, the job doesn’t fit the person.19 Employee Retention Statistics That will Surprise You, Jan, 2023, Apollo technical engineered Talent Solutions.



Key Activities for on-boarding

• Obtaining licenses/designations
• Product and sales training
• Training on office policies and procedures
• Learning technology platforms
• Performing joint work with sales managers
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When we talk about on-boarding, we’re referring to the time immediately following the hire date.This time generally involves a lot!Virtual on-boarding was introduced during the pandemic and, in most firms and locations, has been maintained or morphed into a hybrid process.Today, there is more remote/virtual training and more emphasis on quality.Be careful, we must stay close and connected, virtual learning can also lead to isolation which many new hires have reported particularly during the pandemic.



Best Practices for On-boarding

• Engage team members for support
• Identify – What does success look like?
• Be realistic about what can be accomplished
• Recognize and celebrate achievements
• Stay close, be accessible
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Keeping in line with getting them off to a strong start, let’s talk about on-boarding.When you look at best practices, here are a few to keep in mind.Get support from your team, be in it all together.This includes senior and highly successful advisors. No one likes being left in the dark, define what success look like and keep that vision right up front.Be realistic about what can get done and establish specific time frames helping to define expectations.When something goes really well, acknowledge and celebrate the win.  Recognition has such a tremendous impact on our psyche.  I can remember as a young gymnast how my family celebrated when I had a good meet.  It made me want to work harder, made me want to perform even better.And stay close, be available, be a good listener and observer, you can tell if someone is struggling … pay attention and don’t shy away from engaging to help.People are more successful when they know someone has their back.



70% 
on the job and 

experiential 
learning

20% 
Learning from 
others (social)

10% 
formal learning

How we learn
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A research-based, time-tested, classic guideline for developing employees is the 70-20-10 rule.This emerged from over 30 years of our Lessons of Experience research, which explores how executives learn, grow and change over the course of their careers.Have you ever taken a seminar and left feeling more confused then when you went in?This is probably because while the content might have been good, there was no socialization, discussion, role-playing component or how content applies in the real world.Training sessions require quality content, and that content needs to be married to on-the-job experiences.This is an opportunity for each of us to examine our current training curriculum and be open to utilizing a more effective approach.



• Mentors provide advice and counsel 
to new hires

• Sponsors advocate for others to get a 
different role, promotion or the chance to 
work on a high-profile project

Mentorship and 
Sponsorship Programs 

Keys to 
success

- Selection
- Recognition
- Overall 
  company  
  support
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Knowing that 70% of what we learn is on the on the job, tremendous contributors to retention in our industry are both mentor and sponsorship programs. Fundamentally, there is no reason not to have these programs in place.Having an advocate at any level in the organization is a huge advantage for new employees and will help them get acclimated to the company and position faster.Mentorship programs connect new employees immediately and offer a place to go for help.Sponsorship programs can be used to help advance employees who have shown great potential.  The sponsors are typically very senior leaders who advocate for talent and typically diverse talent.  This is a great way to help advance newer employees, maybe 6 months in, to achieve greater successKeys to success for both programs include making the right selection in mentors, providing recognition when it makes sense to both mentor and mentee.Most importantly, it’s imperative that your company show great support for the program and continue to enhance the structure.



Retaining talent
• On-boarding checklist
• Forbes Financial Professional Checklist
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Comments:QR Code for slidettps://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/onboarding-checklist/



Identify growth opportunity 

Engage your team in your 
vision for growth

Think strategically about 
new hire responsibilities

Get creative about 
recruiting talent

Be transparent about job 
expectations

Stay close through onboarding

Provide needed training 
and support

Implement ongoing mentorship 
and sponsorship programs

Key takeaways

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked today about some of the disconnects that exist between our financial professionals and our investor population. We also talked about challenges when it comes to recruiting diverse talent, whether it be age, race or gender.Recap Identify growth opportunity and potentially lucrative markets.Engage your team in your vision for growth, everyone needs to be a part.Think strategically about new hire responsibilities, need for ownership.Get creative about recruiting talent.Be transparent about job expectations, paint a picture of the role.Stay close through onboardingProvide needed training and support.Implement ongoing mentorship and sponsorship programs.With a commitment to overcome these challenges, we know that diversity leads to increased revenue.
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Here are some additional resources for you to tap.2 possible closes FirstI’ll end where I started.Many people are in search of happiness in their lives.Yet many critics say that it’s not about finding happiness in fact this pursuit of happiness can actually make people unhappy.Rather many like David McCulla say that it’s about finding meaning in our work.Let’s bring meaning back to this great profession we’ve all chosen.Let’s make sure our young people understand how purposeful and meaningful it is to help others live a life having financial independence.Thank you!SecondI’ll end where I started.Let’s all let go of some of our own biases and lead others do the same.If not for Britan’s Got Talent, we might never have heard Susan Boyle sing.We need a variety in our advisor ranks to tap into new opportunities.It’s not about the right thing to do rather it’s about the smart thing to do.
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